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Using Low Level Gradient Channels for Computationally Efficient Object Detection and Its Application in Logo Detection Yu Chen Digital Forensics Lab Cryptography and Security Department Institute for Infocomm Research 1 Fusionopolis Way, 138632, Singapore [email protected]



Abstract—We propose a logo detection approach which utilizes the Haar (Haar-like) features computed directly from the gradient orientation, gradient magnitude channels and the gray intensity channel to effectively and efficiently extract discriminating features for a variety of logo images. The major contributions of this work are two-fold: 1) we explicitly demonstrate that, with an optimized design and implementation, the considerable discrimination can be obtained from the simple features like the Haar features which are extracted directly from the low level gradient orientation and magnitude channels; 2) we proposed an effective and efficient logo detection approach by using the Haar features obtained directly from gradient orientation, magnitude, and gray image channels. The experimental results on the collected merchandise images of Louis Vuitton (LV) and Polo Ralph Lauren (PRL) products show promising applicabilities of our approach. Keywords-Gradient Orientation; Gradient Magnitude; Low Level Gradient Channels; Haar Feature; Logo Detection;



I. I NTRODUCTION A. Research Background Counterfeiting is harmful to the branded product firms profit and reputation. In addition, as mentioned in [1], counterfeiting may also be linked to organized crime and terrorism funding sources, due to the fact that counterfeiting may carry lighter penalties than traditional crime activities such as trafficking drug. The logo pattern detection on the merchandise images is of great interest, since it can serve as the brand information retrieval method to monitor the online buying and selling activities, and thus, prevent and reduce the online counterfeit product trading attempts and frauds. The text-based image retrieval method has demonstrated its effectiveness in image search. However, the performance of such a method can be severely affected when the images are related to the counterfeit trading and other frauds in E-commerce. The descriptions leading to the identities of the brand may be intentionally avoided. In this paper, we propose a logo detection approach which can detect the logo images for the generic product brands. Furthermore, due to the high detection accuracy and fast processing speed of our approach, it has promising applicabilities in document
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Figure 1. Examples training images, the images in first row and second row are cropped LV, PRL logo patches, the images in the third row are from MIT CBCL Face Database [2].



logo detection and brand visibility inspection for broadcast videos, besides online trading fraud prevention. Unlike the faces, document logos or TV channel logos, the logos on the merchandise images can have much larger intra-class variations in textures, local intensity contrast, and the design details of the same brand’s logos may be adjusted for each individual product. Some example logo images are shown in the Figure 1. Another large difficulty of such a logo detection approach design is the low image qualities and low resolutions in logo regions. As lots of merchandise images we may find in many websites, the image qualities are poor or non-ideal. Figure 7 shows some example online merchandise images. Regarding the low resolutions, taking PRL and LV product images as examples, a considerable portion of the LV and PRL logos which we have investigated, yield resolutions lower than 20 × 20. In this paper, we propose a logo detection approach which extracts features from multiple registered image channels to handle a variety of logos which have various visual attributes. We demonstrate that simple features extracted from gradient orientation and magnitude channels are considerably efficient and discriminant, especially for objects with strong common intra-class structures or shapes. B. Related Work Gradient has been traditionally used in the computer vision field [3]. A lot of well designed approaches such as SIFT and HOG [4][5] have shown great performance in a variety of applications. These methods use the histogram of



gradient information extracted from the sub-region of images to achieve the sophisticated feature designs. In [6], the image are processed with Canny edge detection with different scales and orientations, and the output is filtered by 10 Gabor filters to form the image channel. The Haar features are then applied to obtain a statistic feature pool. In [7], simpler gradient information such as the local average of gradient responses in four different directions, is used to generate higher level shaplet features for pedestrian detection. In a recent work [8], the integral window feature extracted from gradient magnitude channel is used as one of their analysed feature types, but the superior discrimination of these simple gradient features is not explicitly demonstrated with their specific application in pedestrian detection. There are other works [9][10][11][12], which apply integral window feature to rapidly calculate the histogram in gradient channels, but none of these works is as computationally efficient as this proposed approach which applies Haar-like features directly on the gradient orientation and magnitude channels to achieve effective discrimination. II. T HE P ROPOSED A PPROACH D ESIGN A. Feature Extraction To calculate the gradient orientation (θ) and magnitude (||G||) channels, a fixed base window size for each targeting object needs to be set first. Given an input image I, for the ~ pixel Ix,y the gradient G(x, y) consists of the horizontal element Gx (x, y) and the vertical element Gy (x, y). Gx (x, y) = Ix,y ∗ Gx



and



Gy (x, y) = Ix,y ∗ Gy (1)



the “∗” indicates a convolution operation, Gx is a centered kernel [−1, 0, 1] and Gy is [−1, 0, 1]T . Because we apply this process to every pixel in the image I which has the size of (W, H), the image size is enlarged from (W, H) to (W + 2, H + 2) for generating the gradient patch with the same size of the original images, to deal with the pixels on the boundary. Gy (x, y) ) θ(x, y) = actan( Gx (x, y) q ||G||(x, y) = Gx (x, y)2 + Gy (x, y)2



Figure 2. Illustration of example cases in gray intensity, θ, ||G|| channels.



B. System Overview Because the gradient is sensitive to noise, we use a Gaussian filter with a kernel size of 3 × 3 for denoising. The dimensions of the denoised positive training images are normalized for gradient channel conversion. The positive training samples can then be generated in the θ and ||G|| channels. Each of the smoothed raw negative images is resized into different scales and converted to gradient channel images. The sliding window with a fixed window size is used to obtain sufficient negative training samples. The extended Haar feature pool [13] is used to extract the features from the three channels. Adaboost is used to train the stage classifiers, and classifiers with cascade structure can be formed with a cascade training scheme [14]. A pyramid of images is generated for each of the smoothed testing images to make the detection scale invariant. A fixed-sized sliding window is used to scan for objects. The images are resized and converted to gradient channel images before using sliding window, so that the gradient calculation is only conducted once for each pixel of each pyramid layer. Furthermore, the cascade classifier is integrated with integral calculation scheme to achieve a fast detection. Because the gradient channels and gray channel represent images in different directions, the final detection is based on running the selected classifiers in different channels in parallel. III. E XPERIMENTS A. Experiment on Face Detection



(2)



Applying Equation (2), the gradient orientation θ(x, y) and the gradient magnitude ||G||(x, y) can be obtained. The unsigned orientations in 0◦ to 180◦ are used in this research. Some example cases for the illustrations of PRL, LV, and face images in gray intensity, θ and ||G|| channels are provided in Figure 2. The processed image sizes for the LV, PRL and face are 15 × 15, 10 × 20 and 19 × 19, respectively. The visual evidence of intra-class similarities in the corresponding low level gradient channels can be seen in Figure 2.



Our first experiment is conducted on the standard CMUMIT front face dataset. The purpose of this experiment is to conduct a convincing evaluation for the potential discrimination of low-level gradient Haar features, instead of pursuing a great face detection performance. The same training and testing conditions are used for three detectors in the gray and gradient channels. To make our evaluation results easy to compare and reproduce, we use the OpenCV implemented Viola-Jones face detection approach for training and testing the detector in gray channel. The MIT CBCL training dataset is used as our positive training dataset, this dataset contains 2429 cropped, gray scale face images. For the negative training data, a set of 10,000 images without faces



Table I P ROCESSING T IME P ER I MAGE ON MIT-CMU F RONT FACE S ET Detector in Time per Image (ms)



Gray 210.1



G. Ori. 378.0



G. Mag. 248.3



Figure 3. A comparison between using Haar features in θ (G. Ori.), ||G|| (G. Mag.), gray channels and combined results. Figure 4.



are randomly collected online for generating our negative samples. Although it is not publicly available, we believe the consistent evaluation results can be obtained by using a different negative image dataset with similar data size. The parameters for training all three classifiers are set as T Ptarget = 0.995 and F Pmax = 0.55. The T Ptarget and F Pmax are the targeting minimum true positive (TP) rate and the maximum false positive (FP) rate for training each stage classifier. In testing, a scale factor of 1.1 and a shift step-length of 2 pixels are used for all the detectors. The ROC curves for the performance comparison between the different detectors are given in Figure 3. The combined detection performance is obtained by running all the applied detectors in parallel, while rounding each group of the duplicated TP and FP detected outputs (with close locations and sizes) to one. The ROC curves show that the Haar features in θ channel have even better discrimination than in the gray channel in this experiment. Although this comparison result is from the detectors trained with a relatively small positive dataset, it reflects the considerable effectiveness of θ channel for image understanding. Some example detection results are shown in Figure 4. The green, red and yellow rectangles indicate the detected results from the detectors in θ, gray and combined channels in parallel, respectively. To evaluate the computational costs for the trained detectors in different channels, we calculate the average processing time per image, when each of trained cascade classifiers yields its performance on the corresponding ROC curve in Figure 3, meanwhile yielding similar FP rates (10−2 FPPI). The numbers of FP for the detectors in gray, θ, and ||G|| channels are 8, 10 and 7, respectively. The results are shown in Table I. The extra computational costs are due to the channel conversions. The combined detector always yields a processing time which is very close to the slowest individual channel detector. In this research, all of tests are conducted on a laptop with a 2.3 GHz CPU (i5 2410M) and 4 GB RAM.



Example Face Detection Results.



B. Experiments on LV and PRL Logo Detection We have tested the proposed approach on the collected LV and PRL real-world merchandise image datasets. Each of the two testing sets contains 200 images which were collected using “Ebay” search engine. The terms “Louis Vuitton” and “Polo Ralph Rauren” were used to obtain a variety of brand products, e.g. bags, shoes and glasses. The testing images were collected one by one from the first shown search result. We only filtered out the images without a displayed logo, and kept the images even if they contain severely rotated, skewed logos. Our LV and PRL testing datasets contain 1603 LV logos and 426 PRL logos, respectively. 2848 LV and 789 PRL logo samples were cropped from the randomly collected online product images to form our positive training data. None of our positive images is overlapped with our testing images. Some example training samples are shown in the first and second rows of Figure 1. A negative dataset which contains 5229 images, without shown LV and PRL logos, is used for both brands. For each logo, the same positive and negative training datasets have been used for training classifiers in different channels. To train the classifiers in θ, and ||G|| channels, T Ptarget = 0.995 and F Pmax = 0.5 are used for stage training targets. To train the classifier in gray channel, we use an automatic training scheme in [15]. The ROC curves for LV and PRL logo detection results for all the trained detectors have been shown in the Figure 5 and 6. The PRL combined channel detection only utilizes the gray channel and ||G|| channel, as the performance for the detector in θ is not appealing, and would affect the detection performance(mainly in FP rate) if it is used in the combined detection. The detection and brand classification performance for LV and PRL combined detections are shown in the Table II. A brand classification result is considered as a true positive if one or more logos are correctly detected within the target image, while we count every FP detection result as a classification false positive. Compared with the



Figure 7. Figure 5. A comparison between different detectors on LV logo detection.



Example LV PRL Logo Detection Results
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Figure 6. A comparison between different detectors on PRL logo detection.



results published in [15], our true positive rates are 38.0% and 21.5% higher in the detection and classification tasks for LV logos, at the similar false positive rates. Although, the proposed approach is not affine invariant, our logo detection performances are not severely affected. The merchandise images which only show severely rotated and skewed logos are rare cases, as most sellers want their merchandise images have appealing views for potential customers. Some example detection results for LV and PRL logos are shown in the Figure 7.



We propose a logo detection approach which uses multiple channels including gradient orientation, gradient magnitude and gray channels to achieve a robust and strong performance in the logo detection on merchandise images. In this research, we also show that, with an optimized design, the simple features extracted directly from the low level gradient orientation and magnitude channels can also provide efficient discrimination, especially for the objects Table II D ETECTION AND C LASSIFICATION P ERFORMANCES FOR THE C OMBINED D ETECTORS



LV PRL



FP Det. 7 15



TP Clas. 90.5 % 70.5 %
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